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In this work, we propose a solid-state-detector for use in radiation microdosimetry. This device

improves the performance of existing dosimeters using customized 3D-cylindrical microstructures

etched inside silicon. The microdosimeter consists of an array of micro-sensors that have 3D-

cylindrical electrodes of 15 lm diameter and a depth of 5 lm within a silicon membrane, resulting in

a well-defined micrometric radiation sensitive volume. These microdetectors have been characterized

using an 241Am source to assess their performance as radiation detectors in a high-LET environment.

This letter demonstrates the capability of this microdetector to be used to measure dose and LET in

hadrontherapy centers for treatment plan verification as part of their patient-specific quality control

program. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926962]

Radiotherapy (RT) is a type of cancer treatment in

which tumors are irradiated with ionizing radiation while

limiting the dose to adjacent organs at risk. Delaney1 esti-

mated that approximately 52% of cancer patients receive

RT at least once during their treatment. RT has achieved

success in a variety of cancers in both a curative and pallia-

tive setting (alone or in combination with chemotherapy,

surgery, or both). The field has been enhanced with the

introduction of advanced techniques such as hadrontherapy,

the use of protons and heavier charged particles such as car-

bon ions. Protons and carbon ions deposit a larger amount

of energy per unit particle track length than conventional

RT sources, and this is accounted for in terms of radiation

quality parameters such as lineal energy (y). The larger the

magnitude of this parameter within the particle beam, the

more biologically effective the beam is. For this reason, y is

one of the required parameters for the radiobiological opti-

mization of proton/carbon treatment plans. The lineal

energy is a microdosimetric parameter related to a macro-

scopic variable called linear energy transfer (LET) that is

used for radiobiological optimization. With high-LET par-

ticles, the radiobiological effect depends strongly on the

magnitude of microdosimetric effects. In this context, the

relative biological effectiveness (RBE) is defined as the ra-

tio between the dose required to achieve a given biological

effect with conventional RT and the dose required to

achieve the same effect with the hadron beam under consid-

eration.2 The RBE depends on the type of ion and LET, and

since the LET can be much greater for heavy ions, it must

be well characterized for hadrontherapy treatment planning.

Systems for dose calculation are based on existing RBE

models obtained from computational algorithms validated

with experimental measurements.3–6 Treatment planning

systems (TPS) are used in RT to determine the dose distri-

bution obtained for a certain beam arrangement to be

applied to a tumor volume. In the case of hadrontherapy,

the treatment planning is challenged by the strong influence

of the track structure on the therapeutic effectiveness. A

treatment plan which is not optimized for RBE changes

along the beam path can lead to both loss of tumor control

as well serious long-term side effects due to unintended

normal tissue irradiation. Using radiation microsensors that

can experimentally verify microdosimetric characteristics

would have a fundamental impact on treatment planning for

hadrontherapy.

Special considerations must be taken into account when

designing a microdosimeter. First, the detector must have a

cross-section size on the order of that of a mammalian cellular

nucleus (a few micrometers). Second, since the cellular

volume may be approximated by a cylindrical shape, the sen-

sitive volume (SV) size of the microsensor must be designed

with a well-defined cylindrical volume.8 Gas-filled tissue

equivalent proportional counters (TEPCs) have traditionally

been used for performing microdosimetric measurements.7–9

However, TEPCs have several significant disadvantages,

including wall effects, high voltage bias, gas supply require-

ments, and conditions of low irradiation fluence rates.

Semiconductor-based radiation detectors that can provide mi-

croscopic sensitive volumes can overcome many of these dis-

advantages.10–19 In this letter, we present a radiation detector

based on cylindrical 3D-microsensors etched inside the semi-

conductor bulk. Our microdetector shows some advantages

over the last reported silicon microdosimeters.20,21 For exam-

ple, the flat layout on the 3D-microsensor front-face facilitates

to figure out the metal strip connection issues, which results in

a high functional yield; the well-delimited 3D-cylindrical

design avoids the charge-sharing between neighbour pixels,

and the field funneling effect is avoided using SOI wafers.a)Email: GuardioC@uphs.upenn.edu
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Besides, it works with an energy threshold of 4.4 keV/lm, the

bias is 2 V, the minimum 3D-microsensor pitch is 25 lm, and

it consists of individual pixels (with a customized readout

electronic system) that may track lineal energy gradients.

Drawing upon the idea proposed by Parker22 for process-

ing columnar electrodes within the semiconductor substrate

(instead of being implanted in the surface to manufacture radi-

ation detectors), the Institute of Microelectronics in Barcelona

(IMB-CNM) has extended the Parker’s 3D-diode con-

cept.23–26 Based on this idea, but advancing its initial configu-

ration, we propose a microdosimeter formed by an array of

independent 3D-microsensors (Fig. 1) with a well-defined

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a simplified 3D-

microsensor with a volume equal to

the average size of cells to be irradi-

ated. (b) Cross-section of this unit-cell:

the electrodes are implanted on the top

(p-electrode) and etched as an annulus

into the bulk (n-electrode). (c) Sketch

of array of 10 � 10 microsensors man-

ufactured in a wafer whose support

piece is etched. (d) Partial cross-

section of the microdosimeter.

FIG. 2. Cross-section sketch of a 3D-

microsensor (not to scale).
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micrometric cylindrical shape etched in the silicon bulk

(simulating each cell).27

To facilitate this, we have developed a type of diode with

a 3D-cylindrical electrode etching (15 lm diameter and 5 lm

depth) with an inner volume that matches an approximate SV

that simulates a cellular or subcellular structure. This micro-

structure delimits the electric field and avoids the charge-

sharing amongst adjacent pixels compared with traditional

planar detectors in which the electric field pattern causes the

charge carriers to drift horizontally far from the pixel bounda-

ries.28 Overall, with this design we obtain cell-like silicon

SVs of a few micrometers thick. When a proton or carbon ion

passes through the 3D-microsensors, it ionizes the silicon and

creates free electron–hole (e–h) pairs that are proportional to

the deposited energy by the particles within the 3D-

microsensor SV. The energy imparted in the silicon SV by the

particles, e, divided by the mean cord length of this SV

�l ¼ 4V

S� n
(1)

(V and S are the volume and area irradiated of the SV, and n
is the tissue-equivalent (TE) conversion factor), and defines

the associated lineal energy (y)8

y ¼ e
�l
: (2)

Depending on the SV geometric shape, the chord length dis-

tribution differs significantly, and l and y must then be calcu-

lated accordingly.16 Lineal energy must be corrected by (i)

the charge collection efficiency (CCE) and (ii) the tissue

equivalence, i.e., silicon to water.8 The microdosimeters are

manufactured on 4-in. Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) wafers

with a high resistivity n-type substrate as an array of 11 � 11

3D-microsensors. The device silicon is h100i, n-type doped

with phosphorus, with a nominal resistivity greater than

TABLE I. 3D-microsensor layers.

Zone Layers (lm)

Active silicon 5.3

Buried oxide 1

Field oxide 0.6

Polysilicon 0.5

Nþ diffusion 0.2–0.9

Pþ diffusion 2.6

Polysilicon/metal dielectric (PMD) 1.2

Metal 2

Passivation 0.2 SiO2þ 0.2 Si3N4

FIG. 3. Left: SEM images of a micro-

sensor (15 lm diameter, 5 lm thick-

ness). Right: Optical microscope

images of microdosimeter that shows

the metal-strips to be connected to an

appropriated readout electronics

system.

FIG. 4. Current vs bias voltage curves for the characterization of 3D-

microsensors.
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3 kX cm and a thickness of (6 6 0.5) lm. The buried oxide

and the support silicon thicknesses are 1 lm and 300 lm for

all the wafers. Figure 2 shows the 3D-microsensor layout

where the p-and-n electrodes and the metal strips that

connect them with the contacts are displayed: the p-type

electrodes have a 4 lm diameter and are surrounded by a n-

type annulus 3 lm wide by 5.4 lm in deep with various inter-

nal diameter (9, 10, 15, 20, and 25 lm) to include a greater

number of cell sizes distribution.

Microdosimeters are distributed in a square geometry on

the silicon wafer with 25, 50, 100, and 200 lm pitches (dis-

tance between p-columns) and with 9, 10, 15, 20, and 25 lm

of internal diameter (D), in order to include a greater number

of cell sizes distribution. First, the p–type electrode is

defined etching a circular window within the silicon oxide

and then an ion implantation with boron (pþ) is made. The

annulus is etched using the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)

technique with an Alcatel 601E machine. Next, it is partially

filled with 0.5 lm polysilicon which is further doped with

phosphorus (nþ) to form the P–N junction. Estimated depth

of the Nþ diffusion in silicon is 0.2–0.9 lm. The top of the

holes is metalized with Al and each electrode is connected

with thin Al layers to provide the electrical contact. A dielec-

tric layer is then deposited to fill the trenches and insulate

the polysilicon from the aluminum lines which provide the

electric contact. Table I summarizes the thickness of each

material used to produce 3D-microsensors.

Figure 3 shows both scanning-electron microscope (SEM)

and optical images of the 3D-microsensor (left) and a complete

microdosimeter, i.e., an array of 11� 11 3D-microsensors

(right). Figure 4 displays the typical diode behavior of current

versus bias voltage for some of the individual 3D-

microsensors shown in Fig. 3. This demonstrates that the

devices are fully functional as they can be biased up to reverse

voltages higher than full depletion (<1 V) with leakage current

density of 0.5� 10�4 A/cm2.

The detectors were connected to a customized readout

electronic system29 and tested using a 241Am source that

emits alpha particles of 5.5 MeV. The measurements were

carried out in air at a distance of 7 mm from the detector.

Figure 5 shows the simulated (Geant4 Monte Carlo code30)

and measured pulse height distributions of the energy depos-

ited by high-LET alpha particles within a 3D-microsensor of

15 lm diameter and 5.4 lm thickness, biased at 2 V. It shows

very consistent results and demonstrates the feasibility of the

3D-microsensors for the detection of high-LET particles.

Given f(y), the dose distribution (d(y)) is expressed as a

function of the lineal energy as

d ¼
yf yð Þ

yF
: (3)

The mean value of the lineal energy distribution is denoted

by the frequency mean lineal energy, yF . Bearing in mind

Eqs. (1) and (2) and the pulse height spectrum obtained

with the 3D-microsensors in Fig. 5, the silicon microdosi-

metric spectra given in terms of the lineal energy is showed

in Fig. 6.

In summary, microdosimeters based on 3D-cylindrical

microstructures with 5 lm thickness and 9, 10, 15, 20, and

25 lm internal diameter (and 25, 50, 100, and 200 lm

pitches) have been fabricated. We have shown feasibility at

the level of the average cell size, thus providing a closer

measurement of silicon DE. An extended study is currently

being carried out in the Roberts Proton Therapy Center at

the University of Pennsylvania to characterize the

microdosimetric aspects of clinical proton beams. The use of

these 3D microdosimeters can enhance the accuracy of RBE

calculations normally affected by the inherent uncertainty of

Monte Carlo simulations due to the approximation of mate-

rial composition and energy-dependent physical laws

involved in such calculations. The effect of such approxima-

tions will be assessed by comparison with absolute measure-

ment of radiation quality parameters with the

microdosimeter shown in this letter, which has been specifi-

cally customized for hadrontherapy.

Authors thank M. Newcomer and W. Kononenko for

allowing us to access the radiation laboratory in UPenn and

for helping us with the electronics issues, and D. Lynn for

making the wire-bondings of the detectors at BNL. C.G.

FIG. 5. Measured and Monte Carlo simulated pulse height produced by
241Am alpha source in the 3D-microsensor. The energy threshold is 12 keV.

FIG. 6. Measured microdosimetric spectra obtained with an array of 3D-

microsensors at a distance of 7 mm from the detector.
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